Maya Mendoza Has Recently Been Officially Named "Best Marketing Consultant" in Glasgow Scotland After Asking Marketing Experts In An Web-Based Poll.

(Newswire.net -- April 9th, 2013) Glasgow, Scotland UK - Maya Mendoza Was Just Officially Awarded The Title Of "Best Marketing Consultant" in Glasgow Scotland UK After Asking Marketing Experts In An Web-Based Poll.

The feedback of a brand-new online survey by which responders were asked to name "Best marketing Consultant" yielded what some surely state was a incredibly foreseeable final result, entrepreneur an well known online marketing specialist Maya Mendoza was picked out over any other recognizable name in Glasgow.

The ballot and subsequently, the designation of "Best marketing Consultant" was launched soon after an intense discussion started about just who exactly in Glasgow would actually be able to claim that distinction. In an effort to preserve the survey fair to all other marketing consultants, the competition was conducted on line and the winner was identified by internet marketing peers independently.

Soon after initiating the opinion poll, there seemed to be a ferocious competition for the distinction of "Best marketing Consultant", but after the results were tallied, there was a clear and undisputed winner of the popular title. Shortly after the survey ended, Maya Mendoza was presented as the official "Best marketing Consultant" for Glasgow, Scotland.

Residents quizzed about the poll seemed to have split responses to Maya Mendoza's claiming of the highly sought after title, varying from absolute shock that one person could be so well-liked, to complete agreement over the selection marketing experts had decided upon.

Maya Mendoza was most likely recognized as "Best marketing Consultant" by peers in large part as a result of to the work Maya has made for local community small businesses marketing strategies. As a renowned internet marketing professional that concentrates on business owners web based presence and advertising strategies, making claim of the official title was not outrageous to a sizeable majority of those people who took part.

After the final results were in, Maya Mendoza was mentioned as declaring "To be completely honest, I did not even know that there was a ballot being carried out at all. I'm shocked that many folks know my name"!

Ms. Mendoza was also overheard mentioning "I work hard on my ventures, and am seriously delighted about what I have taking place in 2013. Hearing that people here in Glasgow have actually recognized me as "Best marketing Consultant" isn't just an honor, it's also a privilege. Thanks to all of my marketing peers that participated in the vote".

Maya Mendoza is available at the agency by phone at 01698 860 046
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